Abstract-Due to the high bandwidth requirement and rate variability of compressed video, delivering video across wide area networks (WANs) is a challenging issue. Proxy servers have been used to reduce network congestion and improve client access time on the Internet by caching passing data. In this paper, we investigate ways to store or stage partial video in proxy servers to reduce the network bandwidth requirement over WAN. A client needs to access a portion of the video from a proxy server over a local area network (LAN) and the rest from a central server across a WAN. Therefore, client buffer requirement and video synchronization are to be considered. We study the tradeoffs between client buffer, storage requirement on the proxy server, and bandwidth requirement over WAN. Given a video delivery rate for the WAN, we propose several frame staging selection algorithms to determine the video frames to be stored in the proxy server. A scheme called chunk algorithm, which partitions a video into different segments (chunks of frames) with alternating chunks stored in the proxy server, is shown to offer the best tradeoff. We also investigate an efficient way to utilize client buffer when the combination of video streams from WAN and LAN is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE HIGH bandwidth requirement and rate variation of videos in compressed format introduces some challenging issues to the end-to-end delivery over wide area network (WAN). WAN is usually shared by many institutions or organizations across distant regions and thus its bandwidth is more expensive and difficult to expand than local area network (LAN). When many people access the streaming video service through WAN simultaneously, it will consume much WAN bandwidth. Another major issue is the rate variability and burstiness in network transmission for variable-bit-rate (VBR) encoded video. This nature of rate variation brings difficulties for the network and video service provider to guarantee quality of service in video transmission.
Proxy servers have been widely used for web contents to decrease the response time and alleviate the load of hot web servers. The same concept can be used for video streams. Originally, a central video server provides a video archive and delivers video contents to the users. A video proxy server (proxy server or proxy) residing at the same local area of the client can assist the delivery by taking advantage of its storage and proximity to the client. The proxy server stores portion of a video such that the average rate of the transport from the central server is reduced for this video. On the other hand, the proxy server transmits cached or staged data to the client through LAN using its abundant and less expensive bandwidth. The motivation of our study for end-to-end video delivery is to reduce WAN bandwidth requirement by using constant bit rate (CBR) transmission for WAN with the assistance of proxy servers. The central server sends the video other than the portion at the proxy in a fixed CBR.
A proxy server can be considered as an intermediate node along the server-client path. This in effect will partition the server-client path into a server-proxy path and a proxy-client path. When a video is accessed by a client, the whole video or a portion of the video may have already been staged in the proxy server. If the video is not stored in the proxy server, it needs to be accessed from the server and delivered to the client. It is possible at the same time the video will be cached in the proxy to improve the future accesses. Since there are two potential data sources, there are two different models as shown in Fig. 1 to deliver streaming video via a proxy server in terms of where to synchronize video data from the central server (central stream) and from the proxy (proxy stream): synchronization at either the client or the proxy. The buffer at the receiving end (either proxy or client) of a stream is used to smooth the transmission.
Synchronization at the client requires the client software to synchronize and merge two streams, but the design of proxy will be simpler and mostly identical to the central server. In synchronization at the proxy, proxy service is quite transparent to the client. However, it may increase processing burden and buffer requirement on the proxy to synchronize the streams from the central server with the stored data in the proxy. Since it uses the proxy server as a temporary staging place, the client may be able to adapt to different bandwidth and buffer requirements. However, this may consume more resources at the proxy, the proxy may support less number of concurrent accesses than the first approach.
In this paper, we focus on the synchronization at the client and provide some fundamental understanding for this model. We assume that the transmission on WAN is CBR with minimum delay and without data loss. Furthermore, the LAN bandwidth is considered fast enough to handle the local delivery in VBR. For simplicity, we also assume that the video data stored in the proxy is prefetched in advance from the central server before the video is served. It is not like the usual way in which a proxy server caches passing data online, and thus we will use the term, stage, instead of cache throughout the paper. This will allow us not to consider caching and replacement activities for now, but we certainly plan to investigate caching and replacement schemes for the proxy.
To study the effectiveness of WAN bandwidth reduction by using proxy server, we consider staging single video in detail. For a single movie, a CBR which may be smaller than its average rate is given. Based on this constant rate, several frame staging selection algorithms are introduced to decide which frames are stored in the proxy. The client must allocate a buffer which is filled by the central stream and consumed by the decoder. If the buffer size is too small, buffer overflow or underflow may happen to cause jitters during playback. Hence, the buffer size is one of the concerns. Our objective for single video staging is to propose an approach to 1) select which portion of the video needs to be staged such that a given CBR transmission is feasible, 2) find out the client buffer size and storage requirement on proxy, and 3) decide the delivery mechanism for proxy stream and study its effect on the client buffer size. Simulation is also performed to evaluate the proposed approach using real video traces. Table I lists two video traces which has been used in this study for video staging throughout the paper. The display rates for MPEG and JPEG videos are 24 and 30 frames/sec, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we provide related work in the areas of video smoothing and video proxy servers. In Section III, we describe some background information about the video transmission constraints and CBR video transport without using proxy. In Section IV, several frame staging selection algorithms including Just-in-time (JIT), minimum difference (MD) and chunk algorithms are described. They are used to decide which frames of the video are staged at the proxy. Section V provides analysis and comparison for various frame staging selection algorithms. Some simulation results in client buffer size, proxy storage requirement and number of chunks are reported. We consider the proxy stream and the buffer requirement for both streams in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Our proposed work in video proxy server is closely related to the area of video smoothing. In video smoothing, a server by taking advantages of both client buffer and start-up delay can transmit a video in either CBR [4] , [12] or VBR [11] , [2] , [3] , [9] to reduce its traffic burstiness. A server comes out a transmission plan based on the characteristics of the video and the given client buffer size such that client buffer overflow and underflow are avoided and continuous playback can be guaranteed.
Several researchers have studied the issues of video delivery using proxy servers. In a previous work we have proposed an approach which stores part of each video frame at the proxy server according to a fixed cut-off rate [15] . This work studies the tradeoff between the required WAN bandwidth and the required disk I/O bandwidth of the proxy. Sen et al have proposed a prefix caching scheme to store the initial part of the video at the proxy to reduce the start-up latency [13] . The proxy stores the beginning frames (prefix) of the video so that the prefix is sent to the client with low delay and the start-up delay can be reduced. Proxy servers can also be used for video smoothing between the central server and the client since the proxy server with enough buffer space can be used as a temporary staging space [13] , [8] . Therefore, the video delivery can be smoothed over both the server-proxy and proxy-client paths. Similar idea can be extended to deliver smoother streaming video over several intermediate nodes (gateways) along the server-client path [10]. A proxy can also do online transcoding to convert a video to another format without accessing data from the server [1] .
If the network congestion occurs, the quality of delivered streaming video may suffer. One way to cope with this situation is to consider layered-encoded video together with the proxy server. Under the assumption of using layered-encoded multimedia stream, a fine-grain replacement algorithm for caching data is discussed and provided in [6] , [7] . The quality of the multimedia stream is adaptive based on the available network bandwidth between the proxy and the client. The proxy may need to fetch some segments of high-quality layers if more bandwidth can be used. A resource-based caching algorithm [14] considers the space and bandwidth limitation of the caching server and determine its replacement scheme. Another approach is to cache some frames depending on the network delay to minimize the degradation of video quality [5] . Zhang et al. [16] propose several selected frame discard algorithms under CBR and client buffer size constraints. This study can be potentially applied to proxy service by storing the discarded frames at the proxy.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide some background information in respect of the constraints for video transmission and the scenario of CBR transport without proxy server.
A. Video Transmission Constraints
In end-to-end video delivery, a major goal is to achieve jitter-free playback at the client site. The client allocates a buffer of size to store some video data such that there is always enough data to feed into the decoder. Video data has to be delivered based on a feasible transmission schedule such that the client buffer will not have overflow or underflow during playback. Consider a video consisting of frames and the frame size for the th frame, . Let denote the set of frame sizes in the order of frame sequence. A discrete-time model can be used to describe the transmission constraints in which each time unit is one-frame time, i.e., the time of keeping a frame on the display. A function called consumption schedule or buffer underflow curve (constraint) is defined as where . It indicates the cumulative data amount consumed by the client for playback. Similarly, buffer overflow curve (constraint) is . We assign to make the function consistent in the range . represents the maximum cumulative data amount that can be potentially received by the client up to time . and will be the lower and upper constraints of the transmission curve, respectively.
The video server may adopt a start-up delay to allow the client buffer accumulating some data initially before playback. It may help accommodate the variation of data arrival and consumption. A transmission schedule (curve) is the cumulative data amount sent by the video server over time . Fig. 2 depicts example constraint and transmission curves. This presentation has been commonly used to develop video smoothing techniques [11] , [2] , [3] . This modeling approach will also help describe and solve the problems in this paper. The small shadowed squares and circles point some values of the two constraints and the feasible transmission schedule. The client buffer receives data which will be fetched for display so that buffer occupancy (amount of data in the buffer) changes from time to time. There are two instances of buffer occupancy at each frame time, i.e., before and after the frame is consumed.
is defined as the buffer occupancy before the frame is consumed. Clearly, has to be maintained. The value of must always keep between and . If is below at some point, buffer underflow will happen. This is why the curve of is considered as consumption schedule as well as buffer underflow curve. On the other hand, is considered as the buffer overflow curve. 
B. CBR Transmission Without Proxy
We investigate the end-to-end CBR transmission without proxy before adopting the proxy server. The detail study of video smoothing using CBR can be found in [12] . The central server sends a video stream directly to the client in a fixed CBR. Three parameters, CBR, client buffer size and start-up delay, are considered. Assume a CBR is given, a feasible transmission schedule can be achieved by taking advantage of client buffer and start-up delay. One approach is to open the buffer overflow curve and move the straight line with slope along the Time axis until the whole line is above the buffer consumption schedule . The solid line is an example of feasible transmission schedule in Fig. 3 . The start-up delay is the distance of the intersection of and the Time axis to time 0. The buffer requirement is the maximum buffer occupancy throughout the video. In other words, the client must allocate a buffer with size at least to avoid buffer overflow. If also "touches" at some time, for instance at Frame , and will be the minimum requirements of start-up delay and buffer size, respectively for CBR since shifting to left will increase both requirements and shifting toward right direction will cause buffer underflow.
The transmission schedule may not be feasible, such as , with the same start-up delay if the bandwidth requirement is reduced to . In this situation, line is shifted toward the left-hand side to form the feasible schedule with a longer delay . Hence, if the video server is requested to send a video in a targeted CBR, the start-up delay plays an important role for its feasibility. Furthermore, the buffer requirements may change for different start-up delays. By analyzing a given video trace, the relationships of the three parameters, CBR, minimum start-up delay and minimum buffer size requirement can be quantified in Table II . According to the results, it is not practical to deliver a video using low CBR over WAN since the start-up delay and the client buffer requirement are very large. 
IV. FRAME STAGING SELECTION ALGORITHMS
One way to reduce the required CBR without suffering longer startup delay or using bigger client buffers is to take advantage of the storage space at the proxy server by storing some of the video frames in the proxy. Note that only the central stream is considered and modeled in the algorithm design. How the proxy stream is delivered will be discussed later in Section V.
Under a low CBR, problems may arise when the transmission schedule is lower than the consumption schedule (buffer underflow problem). For example, buffer underflow takes place at Frame 8 in Fig. 4 . To solve this situation, some (or more than one) Frame can be staged in the proxy so that the client does not consume Frame from its buffer and Frame does not need to be transmitted over WAN. In Fig. 4 if a frame is staged in the proxy instead of the central server, the consumption curve is going to be flat (i.e., no data consumed) for the period of displaying this frame. At the mean time, the central stream is still delivered at a constant rate. Therefore, the data underflow problem may be avoided. In this example, since the data underflow occurs at displaying Frame 8, it is possible to stage a frame before Frame 8 (or Frame 8) in the proxy to avoid this. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 staging Frame 6 is one possible solution to make the consumption curve go slower and avoid underflow at Frame 8.
There are multiple options of staging different frames to solve the buffer underflow problem at Frame 8. A frame staging selection algorithm decides which frames needed to be staged to make the CBR transmission feasible. Different selection algorithms may impact the required client buffer size, the storage space and I/O bandwidth requirement in the proxy, the number of frames to be stored in the proxy server and their distribution, and the minimum feasible CBR. However, the real relationships between these factors and each frame staging selection algorithm need to be further explored. There are several more notations introduced for the convenience of explanation. An indicator function indicates if a frame is selected to be staged at the proxy.
if Frame is staged and 0 if Frame is delivered from the central server. Assume the client can allocate buffer of size (less than ) to handle the central stream. The new buffer underflow and overflow curves for the central stream after staging are and , where [note that ] and . The transmission schedule with CBR and start-up delay can be still represented by . Given the targeted CBR for WAN, the client buffer size and the start-up delay , a frame staging selection algorithm is to decide such that , . Report failure if the transmission schedule is not feasible. That is, under the given constraints, a staging selection algorithm is to decide which frames are to be staged in the proxy server.
In the rest of this section, we describe three frame staging selection algorithms: just-in-time (JIT), minimum-difference (MD) and chunk. JIT Algorithm selects a frame to avoid an immediate client buffer underflow. Intuitively, this algorithm may select the least number of frames to be staged in the proxy. MD Algorithm selects a frame with the smallest possible size which can avoid a future buffer underflow. Chunk Algorithm avoids a buffer underflow problem by selecting a sequence of frames to be staged in proxy sever. Therefore, it may stage the least number of chunks of frames in proxy server to reduce the complexity of frame synchronization.
A. Just-In-Time Algorithm
The just-in-time (JIT) algorithm is the most straight forward method to decide which frames are staged at the proxy. The just-in-time (JIT) frame discard algorithm has been proposed in [16] . It is originally used to discard frames at the server site under the given network bandwidth and buffer constraints. The same idea can be applied to staging by moving the discarded frames to the proxy. JIT scans the transmission schedule and buffer underflow curve sequentially from to the end of the video. Whenever the transmission schedule is lower than the consumption curve, this frame is selected to be stored in the proxy to avoid buffer underflow.
This algorithm intends to stage bigger frames since a large frame creates a high jump on the consumption curve and has more chance to exceed the CBR transmission curve. Therefore, we can predict that the total number of staged frames selected according to the JIT algorithm may be small.
B. Minimum Difference Algorithm
If underflow happens at Frame , we propose minimum difference (MD) algorithm to select a frame before Frame with the smallest possible size to be staged in the proxy to avoid the underflow. The motivation of this approach is twofold. 1) The storage requirement in the proxy may be reduced since smaller frames are staged each time. 2) We hope to provide smaller buffer requirement in this algorithm by reducing the necessary buffer occupancy around the frame which causes underflow. Let denote the difference (underflow amount) between the original consumption and the transmission schedule before staging Frame if underflow occurs at time . Assume a Frame before Frame is selected to solve the problem. The new buffer occupancy amounts are at time and at time which is smaller than in the case of using JIT. In reality a smaller frame which satisfies is enough to drop the consumption schedule, to avoid underflow for frame and to minimize . However, it is possible that staging frame may cause higher buffer occupancy at Frame , thus the other constraint must be considered, i.e., . In summary, MD selects the smallest Frame before under the condition, , while frame encounters buffer underflow.
C. Chunk Algorithm
A whole segment of contiguous frames which is selected to be staged in the proxy server or to be delivered by the central server is called a chunk. A chunk is either a proxy chunk or a central chunk. More specifically, a proxy chunk including the th frame to the th frame satisfies the following three conditions after is decided: 1) (the frames are staged). 2) or if (either this is the first chunk of frames or the previous frame is not staged). 3) or if (either this is the last chunk of frames or the following frame is not staged). The central chunk has a similar condition but the values of are inversed.
A staging selection algorithm actually partitions the video into these two types of chunks alternately. A chunk can be as small as a frame or as large as a whole video. The JIT and MD algorithms select a frame to stage each time. This feature implies that the staged frames are probably scattered throughout the whole video and the size of each proxy chunk is small. This situation brings disadvantages. First, storage management at the proxy is difficult. The proxy may need to concatenate these small pieces into contiguous storage space to maintain the disk access performance. Second, it increases the synchronization burden at the client. The client needs to switch between two buffers, one for the central stream and the other one for the proxy stream, frequently to feed the frames into the decoder in order.
To overcome these potential disadvantages, we propose chunk algorithm to reduce the number of chunks after staging. It divides the video into chunks of frames and still maintains the CBR transmission schedule feasible. The basic idea is to gather the staged frames continuously as many as possible by utilizing the client buffer size. The algorithm also defers selecting the staged frames as long as the transmission schedule can handle the consumption.
Assume the central server starts to transmit data in CBR and at this moment, the client buffer of size (for the central stream) is empty. It is before the client displays the first video frame by start-up delay, and thus the client will accumulate when playback starts. Clearly, the condition must be satisfied. After the client begins to display video, the frames are selected to be staged in the proxy and the buffer keeps receiving data from the central server without consumption until the buffer is almost full. To avoid the potential buffer overflow, the following frames are chosen not to be staged and the data in the buffer starts to be fetched for display. After a while, the buffer may be close to empty if the CBR transmission can not catch the pace of consumption. The frames will be selected for staging such that the buffer can be filled without consumption again. The two processes are repeated from the beginning to the end of the video. Note that the selection is a preprocess before really staging the video. Fig. 5 illustrates the scenario behind chunk algorithm. The underflow (as well as overflow) curve consists of two kinds of regiments, flat periods, and ascending (nonflat) periods. During a flat period, all of the frames are staged in the proxy and the client does not consume the data from the central server so that the consumption schedule is flat. On the other hand, the consumption schedule keeps moving up since during the ascending periods all the frames are sent by the central server and displayed by the client. In the beginning of video playback, the default is a flat period. The buffer is increasingly occupied and the CBR line will potentially cause overflow at Frame if this situation continues. Thus, the overflow curve must be lifted at Frame to avoid the potential overflow. From Frame , the process is switched to an ascending period and the consumption schedule starts to climb up. It has to change back to flat period at by staging frames while frame creates potential buffer underflow. Therefore, a flat period for the central stream has the following conditions: 1) ; 2) is a potential underflow point; and 3) is a potential overflow point. A flat period can endure at most frame time before the incoming central stream fills out of the buffer. An ascending period also satisfies similar conditions: 1)
; 2) is a potential overflow point; and 3) is a potential underflow point. The length of an ascending period is decided by the total size of frames in this period and thus satisfies . It means that the total amount of consumed data does not exceed the buffer size plus the received data during this period.
Potential overflow at the end of a flat period and potential underflow at the end of an ascending period can be solved by switching to another type of period. However, it is possible to encounter overflow during an ascending period if the CBR line raises faster than the buffer overflow curve. This scenario is likely to happen when the buffer size is relatively small or the CBR is relatively high. For example, at Frame in Fig. 5 , the CBR line reaches the overflow curve so that the CBR transmission schedule is infeasible. Failure can be reported due to buffer overflow, but a technique can be applied by raising up the overflow curve (also the underflow one) to make the transmission feasible for longer time.
Whenever overflow occurs in a nonflat area, chunk algorithm recovers the last staged frame which is at the end of the most recent proxy chunk. For instance, Frame is selected not to be staged in the proxy although it is selected for staging earlier and thus this proxy chunk is shrunk by one frame. Then, the new overflow curve lifts up and hopefully it is higher than the CBR line at Frame . If it is higher and solves the overflow problem, this ascending period can continue. If the amount of the recovery is not enough, it is necessary to go back and recover again. Every time the recovery is processed, the buffer underflow curve also raises and it is possible that buffer underflow happens between the recovered frame and the potential overflow point. In this case, the recovery operation is failed so that chunk algorithm has to report failure.
V. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The major concern in evaluating different selection algorithms is how many resources must be provided by the client and the proxy server in order to reduce WAN bandwidth requirement, especially client buffer size and storage space in the proxy. There may not be an efficient way to obtain an optimal algorithm such that client buffer or proxy storage requirement is minimized. Therefore, in this section we first propose an approach to find out the lower bound of these two requirements no matter which staging selection algorithm is used for a given CBR over WAN. The lower bounds can be used to evaluate the frame staging selection algorithms. Then, some simulation results for comparison are provided by applying movie traces.
A. Lower Bounds of Client Buffer and Proxy Storage Requirements
It is possible to try all the possible selections of staged frames such that for a given CBR, either proxy storage or client buffer requirement is minimized. In this case, the frame staging selection is optimal for the specific requirement, but the computation time will be prohibitively high. It is probably difficult to come out an efficient algorithm to select the staged frames to achieve any minimum resource requirement. Thus, in order to provide an evaluation standard for the algorithms, the following question is considered. Given a video and a fixed CBR , what are the lower bounds of the required client buffer size (buffer lower bound) and proxy storage space (storage lower bound) no matter which staging selection algorithm is used? In other words, the client buffer has to be at least larger than its lower bound to possibly make the CBR transmission feasible. Also, any algorithm can not stage less amount of data than the storage lower bound for the given CBR. Note that there may not be any selection which can really achieve the lower bounds.
The approach of finding the buffer lower bound is discussed first. Recall that in Section II the minimum buffer requirement for CBR transmission without proxy is the same as the maximum buffer occupancy throughout the whole video. The concept can be applied to looking for the buffer lower bound which will be the potential maximum buffer occupancy after staging. The idea is to find the most concave portion of the video trace where some amount of buffer occupancy must exist after staging. We use Fig. 6 as an illustration where is the transmission schedule with CBR (and certain start-up delay) and is the original buffer underflow curve before staging any frame. Note that is usually below if is under the average rate of the video. Several segments whose shape are concave according to the slope (the dashed lines) are demonstrated in this figure.
Formally, define to denote the difference between the consumption and transmission schedules at time .
is usually positive. From this function, it implies that no matter which frame staging selection is used, at least amount of data must be stored in the proxy prior to Frame such that no underflow happens at Frame . The value of can be calculated by since the difference amount from the previous frame time is increased by the frame size but decreased by the transmission amount. A segment [ , ] is a concave segment if the following conditions are satisfied:
Although no staging is really applied, a concave segment can help to predict how large the required buffer is during that period after staging. Assume is the new consumption schedule , there will be at least total amount of data staged over such that and buffer underflow problem is avoided at Frame . In other words, no matter which frame staging selection algorithm is used, the highest possible value of is at any Frame . In Fig. 6 , observe one segment in the example of curve which starts from the highest possible point at Frame , i.e., the first frame of the segment. As long as there is no buffer underflow at Frame , it is guaranteed that there is no underflow problem for any other Frame of this segment since the staged data amount prior Frame is already sufficient. Then, the potential buffer occupancy at any Frame of this segment can be obtained by shifting the CBR line upwards to the point of and its value is denoted by . This value is the smallest possible buffer occupancy at Frame by using any selection algorithm. The reason is explained as follows: If the algorithm stages more data than before Frame , the potential buffer occupancy of any frame in this segment will be larger than since the consumption curve is lower than . If any frame in this segment and prior to Frame is staged, the potential buffer occupancy of Frame will be also larger than . We can conclude that the buffer occupancy will be at least at Frame in a concave segment for any selection algorithm.
All the concave segments can be searched and found by scanning the values of throughout the video. Let is a concave segment denote the collection of all concave segments. Also define where .
represents the maximum potential buffer occupancy, i.e., the minimum required buffer size for this concave segment. Hence, the lower bound of buffer requirement for the whole video is for all Calculating the lower bound of the storage requirement in the proxy is relatively simple. Intuitively, for a given CBR, the proxy storage requirement shall be the same for all the algorithms since the total amount of data sent from the central server seems fixed as . However, the transmission from the central server may not endure for the whole video length, frame time. It may stop early if all the data at the central server is already sent out. Let , , and denote the size of the video, the amount of data sent by the central server, the amount of data stored in the proxy and the average rate of the video, respectively. The following equations hold: , , and . The central server can possibly transmit at most amount of data to the client. That is,
. Then, the lower bound of the proxy storage can be come out as follows:
B. Simulation Results
The simulation results based on two video traces are listed in Table III . The start-up delay is set at 1 s. Since the selection algorithms decide if the transmission schedule is possible according to a given buffer size, the minimum client buffer requirement can not be obtained directly from the algorithm. By gradually increasing the buffer size from the buffer lower bound value, the minimum requirement of client buffer size can be estimated by running the algorithm several times until the successful outcome with the smallest given buffer size is found. After is determined by an algorithm, the storage requirement in the proxy is calculated by . The tradeoff between the CBR and the resource requirements is explored in the results. The buffer size requirement is smaller for lower CBR since it is more likely to have smaller buffer occupancy amounts in concave segments. In general, the buffer requirements of JIT and chunk are very close to each other and also to the buffer lower bound. Although it may not be feasible to find the optimal solution, the two algorithms seem to provide near-optimal results in terms of buffer size. MD requires slightly larger buffer for the MPEG video. However, some extreme large cases happen at high CBR for JPEG. The smaller frames in JPEG are together for long periods so that many staged frames are close and cause very concave shapes of the new consumption schedule by MD. The problem is not so severe for MPEG since small frames are more evenly distributed.
On the other hand, the proxy server needs to stage more data in its storage to further reduce the CBR over WAN. The storage results are very close to the lower bound for all the algorithms. MD achieves one of its design goals, reducing the proxy storage space, since it outperforms the other algorithms in storage requirement although the differences are not so significant. The chunk algorithm may require larger storage space in some cases, especially when the buffer size is bigger. The reason is due to the feature of this algorithm since it may cause a flat period at the end of the video and all these frames are staged in proxy server. The central server will stop transmission some time earlier before the video playback is finished and the total amount of data sent from the central stream is less than the other algorithms. This situation can be resolved by modifying the algorithm such that some staged frames of the last chunk are recovered from the proxy server if the last period is flat.
Another aspect of comparison focuses on the number of proxy chunks after staging in Table IV , which lists the buffer size, the total number of staged frames, and the number of proxy chunks in proxy server. The buffer sizes of JIT and MD are their minimum buffer requirements. JIT and MD make staging decision on a single frame each time, but chunk algorithm intends to gather the contiguous frames for staging. JIT and MD may incidentally stage some contiguous frames, but the effect of merging these frames into chunks is small. Chunk algorithm can use the buffer, even in small size, to greatly reduce the number of proxy chunks down to around 100 folds. JIT indeed is more likely to stage large frames and thus the number of the staged frames is less as we expected. The storage requirement for each case is similar though it is not listed in this table. Chunk algorithm also has an advantage over the other two methods in utilizing extra buffer size. Allocating a larger buffer than the minimum requirement for JIT or MD has no effect on which frames shall be staged because the staging decision is only according to the buffer underflow curve without considering the buffer size. Thus the number of staged frames or chunks will also keep the same. Contrarily, chunk algorithm utilizes the whole buffer to store the data from the central stream in a flat area. A larger buffer makes the flat period longer and allows more data accumulation such that the ascending period is also longer. Hence, a smaller number of chunks is expected. Fig. 7 depicts the relationship of the number of proxy chunks and the client buffer size using different CBRs. Larger buffer size reduces the number of proxy chunks. The figure shows that some reasonable buffer sizes can achieve the number of proxy chunks under 40 or even 20. As a result, the client only needs to switch between the two streams less than 40-80 times during the two-hour playback rather than thousands of times.
VI. PROXY STREAM CONSIDERATION
In this section, we take the proxy stream into consideration such that the framework of the end-to-end delivery using proxy server for a single video is complete. The resource requirements of client buffer and proxy I/O bandwidth for the proxy stream are studied. Due to the advantages of chunk algorithm, we use it to select the staged video frames.
Given a CBR and a client buffer size for the central stream, chunk algorithm select the staged frames. It determines the buffer underflow curves for the central stream as well as the proxy stream. The shape of the buffer underflow curve (also overflow curve) of the proxy stream is opposite to the central stream's curve. That is, the proxy stream is in an ascending period while the central stream keeps flat and vice versa. Let and denote the allocated buffer sizes for the central stream and the proxy stream, respectively. The various schedules are demonstrated in Fig. 8 . Since the network bandwidth of LAN is considered cheap and bountiful, it is easier to handle rate variation during local transmission. Hence, VBR transmission is adopted for the proxy stream. A technique, called optimal smoothing [11] , can be incorporated into our framework for the transport of the proxy stream.
A. Buffer Complementary Effect
Given the client buffer size , the buffer is divided into two portions, and . Since the shapes of the buffer underflow and overflow curves of the central and proxy streams are opposite as shown in Fig. 8 , it is also expected that the buffer occupancy amounts of the two buffers are complementary, i.e., one is low while the other is high. If the two buffers are shared, it is interesting to know how these two interact. Buffer sharing can be achieved if the client stores the data of the central stream from one end of the buffer and the proxy stream at the other end. By following the previous notation, and are the buffer occupancy functions for central and proxy streams respectively. Let denote the real necessary buffer size (certainly ) if the buffers are considered shared while and are applied, i.e., 
B. Client Buffer Partition
The following factors affect the performance of a proxy server: proxy storage space, number of proxy chunks, total network bandwidth consumed by the proxy stream and sustained disk I/O bandwidth of the proxy server. Given a fixed client buffer size , all these factors are greatly influenced by the partition of into and (certainly we are assuming the client buffer will be shared by both central and proxy streams.) If is determined, the proxy storage requirement and the number of proxy chunks can be obtained from the results of chunk algorithm. The bandwidth over LAN will be consumed according to the VBR transmission schedule decided by the optimal smoothing scheme with given , but this issue may be minor since the LAN bandwidth is considered much cheaper than WAN. However, the proxy server has to retrieve video data from its local disks and supply these data to the client through LAN based on the VBR schedule. We assume that the consumption of disk I/O bandwidth in proxy server follows the same pace of the smoothed VBR schedule over LAN. Therefore, a question has to be considered before these factors are investigated: Based on the available buffer size in the client, how to find out the largest and such that ? Since the central server transmits data in CBR and the proxy server may send data in an approximately average rate , intuitively it is reasonable to assign buffer space in the ratio of to for the central stream to the proxy stream. Hence, we have conducted a simulation to verify this hypothesis. In order to have fair comparison, the value of is fixed and then various values generated according to different combinations of pair are compared. Assume MB are used and seven combinations for are chosen as case 1 to case 7: (1, 7), (2, 6) , (3, 5) , (4, 4) , (5, 3) , (6, 2) , and (7, 1). The Fig. 9 depicts the values under WAN CBRs, 250 (two-thirds of the average rate), 187 (half of the average rate) and 125 (one-third of the average rate) Kbps. The smallest values are achieved while no matter which CBR is used. Different from the hypothesis, equal partition for and seems to offer the best usage.
Assume the client can allocate a buffer with size at most for the video delivery from the two streams. It is important to efficiently utilize this buffer space such that both streams can receive best benefit. According to the previous result, the complementary effect for may not be the best. For example, in the cases (4, 4) and (7, 1) of 250 Kbps, the results of buffer summation are 5.13 MB and 7.09 MB, respectively. Although 7.09 MB is closer to , i.e., better complementary effect, the assignment has much less summation and offers better potential to increase and under the condition of . Hence, we propose an Incremental Equal-Division Buffer Assignment (IEBA) approach to approximate the best partition for and . The basic idea is to assign and equally if possible and gradually increase both values at the same pace until is closest to . Let denote the minimum buffer requirement for the CBR and denote the incremental amount each time. The approach is listed as follows.
Step Step 2) Calculate . If , report the previous assignment ( and ) .
Step 3) Increment and by . Repeat
Step 2). has to be satisfied such that chunk algorithm can provide a successful result. If is not large enough for chunk algorithm, IEBA is forced to initialize buffer sizes not equally so that is and is the rest. However, IEBA always reserves at least 1 MByte for and thus it reports failure if this reservation is not possible. IEBA tries to approach the largest and under the total buffer size constraint of . How close is to depends on the value of . The smaller is, the approximation is more accurate.
We perform simulation for IEBA approach to investigate the resource requirements in the proxy under a client buffer constraint (8 MB or 12 MB). The results are in Table V. is set 0.25 MB.
denotes the average bandwidth requirement for disk I/O in proxy and proxy stream on LAN.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Video proxy servers can be used to assist the end-to-end video delivery to alleviate the burden of WAN from the high bandwidth requirement and rate variability of video traffic. We propose a framework of staging portion of a video in proxy server to reduce the bandwidth requirement of WAN. Based on a given CBR over WAN and client buffer size, several frame staging selection algorithms are proposed to choose video frames for staging. Chunk Algorithm can reduce the number of chunks with client buffer and proxy storage requirements close to the lower bounds of these resources. After using chunk algorithm, the staged data are delivered in VBR rate and buffer complementary effect is found so that the buffer can be better utilized for both central and proxy streams.
